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Abstract
Themanagement of multiply injured or severely injured patients is a complex and dynamic process. Timely and safe fracture fixation is
a critical component of the multidisciplinary care that these patients require. Effective management of these patients, and their
orthopaedic injuries, requires a strong understanding of the pathophysiology of the response to trauma and indicators of patient
status, as well as an appreciation for the dynamic nature of these parameters. Substantial progress in both clinical and basic science
research in this area has advanced our understanding of these concepts and our approach to management of the polytraumatized
patient. This article summarizes a symposium on this topic that was presented by an international panel of experts at the 2020 Virtual
Annual Meeting of the Orthopaedic Trauma Association.
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1. Introduction

The management of polytrauma patients with orthopaedic
injuries is a complex and dynamic process that requires a robust
understanding of the pathophysiology of the response to trauma
and indicators of patient status. There has been a significant
evolution in our understanding of these concepts and therefore
many changes over time in the way these patients are approached
and managed. There has been significant momentum forward
with recent clinical and basic science research that has driven
these changes. This article summarizes a symposium on this topic
that was presented by an international panel of experts at the
2020 Virtual Annual Meeting of the Orthopaedic Trauma
Association.
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2. Polytrauma management—an update on new
aspects

2.1. Technical improvements for reamed nailing

Reamed nailing is the standard of care for the management of
long bone fractures. Following certain concerns about the
possible side effects of reaming, such as heat generation, issues
with reamer flutes, and fat embolization,[1] several companies
have made technical changes. To address fat intravasation caused
by increased intramedullary pressure, the Reamed Irrigator
Aspirator (RIA) device was developed. It reduces the amount of
embolization-associated changes.[2,3] Other indications were
added, as outlined in Table 1. These new indications have
become more important and lead to a more frequent use of the
RIA. At the current time, bone graft harvesting is the most
frequent indication for RIA use.[4]

Concurrent with increasing indications and the extended use of
the RIA device, certain issues became evident, such as weakening
of the medullary canal and technical issues causes by repetitive
reaming cycles (Fig. 1).[5] Surgeons also recognized that
continuous irrigation and a well cutting device requires a more
exact positioning inside the medullary canal than with
conventional reamers. Moreover, the size of the existing cutting
head appeared to be limiting its use in smaller individuals. Other
users reported technical issues with the connection between the
drive shaft and the cutting head. For these reasons, a second-
generation RIA 2 device has been developed. RIA 2 was launched
in 2019 to address the issues mentioned above (Fig. 2).

2.2. Aspects of safe definitive surgery (SDS)

To achieve the goals of both timely and safe fracture fixation in
severely injured patients, a precise knowledge about the patient’s
status, and the evolution of that status, is crucial. The Glue Grant
project has shown that the trauma-induced (first hit) inflammatory
changes can be caused by an acute change in the genetic profile of
the circulating immune system (e.g., neutrophils). It may be one
reason to explain the spread of inflammatory changes within the
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Table 1

Indications for the use of RIA in clinical practice
∗

1. To reduce the degree of fat embolization
2. To clear the medullary canal of bone marrow/reaming debris
3. To size the medullary canal (IM implant or prosthesis)
4. For bone graft harvesting
5. For removal of tissue from IM canal (e.g. treatment of IM infection)
∗
The RIA device is approved for these indications by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) of the

USA.
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entire body even after local injury.[6] Recently, a technique has
become available that allows for acute measurement of neutrophil
activation.[7]Thiswill ideallybeable todemonstrate amoreprecise
risk profiling to avoid the second hit.
In this line, new evidence has been helpful in determining that

inflammatory and soft tissue injury induced alterations can be
modulated by a surgical impact. In particular, femoral canal
reaming in the presence of a chest injury and hemorrhagic shock
(performed despite adequate resuscitation) can be associated with
pulmonary compromise. In preexisting pulmonary contusions,
reaming-associated computed tomography changes were more
sustained when compared with those after RIA (i.e., irrigation of
the medullary canal with aspiration of its contents).[8] In a similar
fashion, cardiac function was shown to be more severely affected
after regular reaming when compared with RIA 2. These results
clearly underline the importance of a second hit phenomenon,
which may not be clinically apparent during surgery.[9,10] They
also reinforce the importance of patient assessment to achieve the
goal of safe definitive surgery.[11] A recent comparison of existing
scores revealed that patient assessment is safer when multiple
parameters are used, especially when they cover several
pathogenetic cycles.[12] Although acute acid-base changes were
predictive of early complications and mortality (<72hours), the
addition of other parameters provided a better prediction overall.
Figure 1. Causes to develop a new, modifie
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Moreover, the combined use was also able to predict late
complications in the severely injured patients. If used alone, serial
lactate measurements (admission and 24hours) were also superior
to a single measurement in large patient samples, a phenomenon
termed “lactate clearance.”[13] We therefore have emphasized
using several parameters simultaneously and included all these
aspects in the modified criteria for the borderline condition (Table
2).[14] Hopefully, the advances in technical developments for
surgeries and for patient assessments will be helpful in making
decisions safer in this complex patient population.
3. The significance of inflammation in
polytraumatized patients with orthopaedic injuries

Patients sustaining multiple fractures frequently sustain multiple
injuries and often develop hemorrhagic shock. Multiply injured
patients (MIPs) invariably mount a robust immunologic response
to injury which includes both pro-inflammatory and anti-
inflammatory components.[15] Typically, pro- and anti-inflamma-
tory responses achieve balance and will work toward restoring
immunologic homeostasis facilitating wound healing. However,
imbalanced inflammation can lead to acute and longer-term
complications including isolated or multiple organ dysfunction[16]

and failures of healing such as infection[17,18] or nonunion.[17,19]

The immunologic response to injury is notably complex and is
largely enacted by circulating and mobilized monocytic and
lymphoid cells. The innate response is rapidly mobilized which
initiates inflammation and subsequently orchestrates the ensuing
adaptive response.[15] Immune cell targeting and function are
largely controlled by chemical communication between the cells
through cytokines and chemokines in addition to between the
cells and injured tissue through local and remote damage-
associated molecules and from stimulation via external patho-
gens. Researchers typically have quantified changes in circulating
d reamer irrigator aspirator version (RIA2).
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Figure 2. The new features of>RIA2 are depicted in Figure 2. They include a new auger to improve backflow despite a smaller irrigation tube, improved coupling,
and anewseal (in yellow), a quickconnect for theharvesting tubeand,most importantly, exchangeoptions for the reamerhead intraoperatively between10and18mm).
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concentrations of immunologic mediators (cytokines, chemo-
kines) as a surrogate of the immunologic response to injury.[15]

These studies have been foundational in identifying the kinetics of
the immunologic response with respect to the temporal
progression of mediators, how injury magnitude affects medi-
Table 2

Revised parameters to assess the borderline trauma patient in 2020

Parameters

Static parameters Injury combination • Polytrauma ISS >

• Thoracic Traum
Local injury chest • Bilateral lung contu

• Chest CT:
unilateral bisegme
bilateral uni- or bi
flail chest

Local injury truncal/extremity
Multiple long bone

Truncal Polytrauma with abdo
Major surgery for non-life-saving conditions Safe definitive surger
Duration of first operative intervention Presumed operation

intraoperative reas
• coagulopathy (R
• lactate (< 2.0–
• body temperatu
• requirement >

Dynamic parameters Blood transfusion requirements Massive transfusion
• 10 units RBCs
(initiation of goal-d

Intra/perioperative • ROTEM/FIBTEM
• Lactate clearanc

AIS = abbreviated injury scale; ISS = injury severity score; ROTEM = rotational thromboelastometry; R
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ators and associations of mediators with unremarkable versus
complicated outcomes. However, researchers have uniformly
recognized that the complexity of the immunologic response to
injury precludes any reductionist approaches to affect inflamma-
tion-based outcomes after injury.[20]
[14]

20 and AIS chest > 2
a Score (TTS) > grade 2
sion: first plain film or

ntal contusion
segmental contusion

fractures + truncal injury AIS 2 or more
minal/pelvic trauma (SBP <90 mm Hg) (Moore 3 visceral injury and Hemorrhagic Shock)
y (SDS) and damage control (DCO)
time > 6 h
sessment:
OTEM/FIBTEM)
2.5 mmol/L)
re stable
3 pRBC/h

per 6 h
irected therapy – massive transfusion protocol)

e < 2.5 mmol/L (24 h)

R = respiratory rate; SBP = systolic blood pressure.
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Leading researchers have largely adopted computational
approaches to better understand the trauma inflammatory
response.[16,18,21] Rather than focusing on individual or small
groups of mediators, computational approaches seek to account
for time-dependent and spatial orchestration of immune
mediators as a surrogate for the immunologic response. For
example, Namas et al[18] demonstrated that networks of pro-
inflammatory mediators, quantified using Dynamic Network
Analysis, were more highly connected within 24hours of injury in
trauma patients who subsequently developed nosocomial
infections. Dynamic networks of mediators within 24hours of
injury were also shown to be distinct in clusters of MIPs who had
divergent clinical trajectories of organ dysfunction over the
ensuing five days.[16] Pertaining to MIPs with fractures,
Almahmoud et al[21] investigated 2 stringently matched cohorts
of patients which were demographically homogenous, had equal
overall injury severity but were distinguished by the magnitude of
extremity injury. Immunologic network coordination was
delayed in patients with severe extremity injuries compared with
patients with lower magnitude extremity injuries.[21]

In recent work, we identified 2 groups of patients with similar
injury magnitude and demographic homogeneity that were either
tolerant or sensitive to hemorrhage.[22] Tolerant patients had
high-magnitude hemorrhage but minimal subsequent organ
dysfunction in contrast to sensitive patients who had little
hemorrhage but developed high levels of organ dysfunction. We
conducted Dynamic Network Analysis on serially collected
immunologic mediators from both groups and documented
differences in mediator network connectivity. Consistent with
our other studies, shock-tolerant patients demonstrated early
robust orchestration of the immunologic response comparedwith
shock-sensitive patients. In addition, we identified 2 notably
distinct clusters of mediator orchestration. In shock-tolerant
patients, a cluster of 6 cytokines including interleukin-9, 17E/25,
21, 22, 23, and 33 formed very early and were highly connected.
In contrast, shock-sensitive patients had minimal connectivity of
this same network in the first 24hours after injury. Shock-
sensitive patients subsequently had delayed but robust formation
of a largely pro-inflammatory network compared with shock-
tolerant patients. Interestingly, recent evidence has shown the 6
mediators in the cluster seen in the shock-tolerant patients are
largely cyto-protective and are particularly concentrated in
boundary organs including the skin, gut, and lung.[23,24] These
findings parallel more recent findings (unpublished) from
ongoing work in our group that show distinct differences in
temporal progression of all 6 cyto-protective mediators (IL-9,
17E/25, 21, 22, 23, and 33) in MIPs with femur fractures treated
with early appropriate care compared with patients treated with
damage control methods.
In summary, the immunologic response and associated

orchestration of inflammation that occurs after major injury are
clearly affected by the magnitude and distribution of injury, and
also have significant effects on acute and longer-term outcomes
after injury.Computational approacheshavebegun todecipher the
enormous complexities of the immune response to trauma.
4. Early neutrophil changes in polytrauma patients
and its prognostic relevance

The primary function of neutrophils is to kill bacteria. However,
one of their other main functions is to react to danger signals and
aid with the primary processes that follow injury. After injury, a
multitude of processes are initiated and many cytokines are
4

produced, the ultimate significance of which is not easily
understood. Over the years working with neutrophils, we are
more and more convinced that the neutrophil is the natural
integrator of all the signals that are elicited after injury. Despite
an enormous body of research, much remains unknown
regarding the kinetics of the neutrophils after trauma. However,
new techniques and point-of-care measurements have made it
possible to reveal some of the functions of the neutrophil and its
prognostic relevance.
Previous studies revealed that in patients with femur fractures,

those with a high level of inflammatory response as measured by
neutrophil epitopes showed a high level of subsequent ARDS.[25]

Moreover, in an international observational study it was shown
that in severe trauma patients whose neutrophils demonstrated
less response to bacterial stimuli on admission, severe septic
shock was observed 7 days later.[7] In addition, Leliefeld et al[26]

demonstrated that there are differences in the bacteria killing
capacity of the various subsets of neutrophils. Unexpectedly,
banded neutrophils showed the most adequate killing capacity,
whereas the hypersegmented cells showed the least adequate
killing capacity. It is tempting to speculate that this differential
killing capacity is indicative of the susceptibility of trauma
patients for infectious complications (see later). It was hypothe-
sized that the level of injury led to differential subsets of
neutrophils remaining in the circulation with differential
capabilities of bacterial killing. From a certain threshold on,
these neutrophils could not withstand the overwhelming power
of the bacteria, thus leading to infectious complications or even
sepsis.
Measuring neutrophil function however is a tedious process,

using hours of manual processing, with many precarious steps,
before the final result can be evaluated with flow cytometry
(FACS). Recently, we introduced a FACS apparatus that could be
used as a point-of-care tool in the trauma bay, with low handling
needs. This resulted in a feasibility study in which all trauma
patients admitted to the trauma bay of our hospital were
measured and neutrophil appearance and epitopes were
evaluated.[27] This study showed that the evaluation of
neutrophils at the point of care with FACS was feasible, without
the requirement of a laboratory technician or substantial burden
on the trauma team.
In a second study, it was shown that the severity of trauma was

reflected in the appearance of the neutrophil subsets as
characterized by different FACS patterns.[28] The appearance
of CD16 low neutrophils (associated with the banded neutrophil
phenotype) was correlated with injury severity (i.e., tissue
damage), whereas the segmented neutrophils characterized by
CD62L low appearance in the FACS signified lowered immune
capabilities. In very severe polytrauma patients (virtual unsur-
vivable), the appearance of bone marrow precursor cells was seen
as an ominous sign. On top of these findings, it was clear the
appearance of more than 8% of CD16 low cells was correlated
with the appearance of infectious complications at a later stage,
signified by an ROC curve with an area under the curve of 0.9.
In summary, the investigation of neutrophils in the setting of

polytrauma represents a novel and exciting avenue of research
that may lead to substantial advances in patient care in the future.
5. Management of major fractures in polytrauma—
what does the clinical literature tell us?

Major fractures and the strategy for their stabilization are well
known to have a significant impact on the clinical course after
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polytrauma. Beside careful diagnostics and accordingly adjusted
surgical techniques, a diligently planned management strategy for
the stabilization of major fractures seems to be associated with
improvedoutcomes. Ingeneral, different stabilization strategies for
major fractures have been introduced over the last decades. This
development is characterized by an increasing focus on individu-
alized concepts. In a prospective randomized study, Bone et al[29]

found a significantly higher rate of pulmonary complications in
case of late stabilization of femoral fractures and therefore
recommended early fracture fixation whenever adequate ventila-
tory support and proper fluid management have been provided
(Early Total Care). However, it was noticed that specific groups of
patients (borderline patients) were in a compromised condition
after prolonged early surgeries. In a prospective randomized study,
Pape et al[30] demonstrated that Damage Control Orthopaedics
(DCO)with early temporary fixation (e.g., by externalfixator) and
definitive stabilization once the patient has been stabilized resulted
in a significant reduction of acute lung injury in these patients. In
the following years, some studies found evidence that the DCO-
concept might be overused. Nahm et al[31] reported that the
advantages of early fracture fixation outweigh the risks and
complications if indicators of the acid–base status (lactate, pH,
Base Excess) can be stabilized. Under these conditions, definitive
fracture stabilization was associated with decreased rates of
pulmonary complication, multiple organ failure, and sepsis. This
concept was named Early Appropriate Care (EAC). EAC was
supposed to be safely applicable in most multiple trauma patients
as long as attentionwas paid to resuscitation before surgery.Other
concepts avoided defining specific time limitations for the duration
of the initial surgery or the timing until definitive fracture fixation
to allow the development of a patient-specific surgical strategy.
This intuitively seems tobe important due toan individual response
of the patient to the same degree of injury and a dissimilar trauma
service provision.
The SDS concept uses routine clinical parameters (e.g., acid–

base status, coagulation) as well as injury severity and
distribution to estimate potential dynamic changes which might
occur in the early phase after trauma.[11] After this first estimate
the continual reassessment of patients at risk is the central point
of the SDS concept. Therefore, it is suggested to evaluate these
patients at multiple time points (e.g., end of resuscitation, during
surgical procedures, prior to surgery in intensive care unit). In a
similar individualized approach, the concept of Prompt Individ-
ualized Safe Management considers patient-specific factors (e.g.,
age, gender, comorbidities), injury patterns, the physiological
status of the patient, and the local resources for trauma
management.[32] This approach also requires continuous reas-
sessments and if needed a change of strategy at any time.
In conclusion, it is well accepted that early stabilization of

major fractures has to be performed in stable patients, whereas
DCO is the treatment of choice in unstable patients. However, the
optimal therapy of patients in an unclear condition is still not
fully clarified, as parameters to define these patients are not
completely characterized. Approaches that consider patient- and
injury-specific aspects, as well as local resources for trauma care,
represent promising strategies.
6. Putting it all together: when you should
intervene based on what we know

In multiply-injured patients, early fixation of mechanically
unstable axial and femoral fractures, whether provisional or
definitive, reduces morbidity and mortality. Skeletal stability
5

permits upright posture and mobility from bed, relieves pain, and
reduces thrombotic complications. Prior literature and experi-
ence support this, yet development of safe and expeditious
treatment plans, including type and timing of fixation, remains
controversial. We propose recommendations, while acknowl-
edging limitations and areas for continued study.
Over 30 years ago many embraced Early Total Care, which

later gave way to DCO. Early Total Care arose from the
realization that early definitive fixation of femoral shaft fractures
provided pulmonary and systemic benefits to most patients.
However, compromised physiological status of some polytrau-
matized patients at the time of major orthopaedic procedures
resulted in morbidity and mortality, indicating temporizing
stabilization with damage control techniques to minimize
surgical insult. The rationale was to avoid long, definitive
operations during a robust systemic inflammatory response from
injury and surgery.
Early total care was questioned by surgeons noting occasional

morbidity andmortality following reamed intramedullary nailing
of the femur within 24hours.[33,34] Contributing factors may
have included reaming, presence, and severity of chest injury, or
other patient factors. However, resuscitation protocols had not
been standardized, and algorithms regarding timing of fixation
had not been proposed. Reduction and fixation of mechanically
unstable pelvis, acetabulum, and thoracolumbar fractures has
also been historically delayed, yet these injuries have similar acute
effects on an injured patient, including more pain and recumbent
positioning until they are reduced and stabilized.
Although DCO provides an alternative to definitive intra-

medullary nailing of the femur in severely compromised patients,
most femoral shaft fractures can safely be treated on an early
basis.[35,36] Potential indications for DCO may include persistent
hemodynamic instability, persistent metabolic acidosis, severe
head injury with elevated intracranial pressure, or cardiac
dysfunction with evolving myocardial ischemia.
The EAC protocol established simple laboratory parameters to

guide type and timing of fixation. Multivariate analysis showed 3
primary determinants of early complications to be magnitude and
duration of acidosis, severity of chest injury, and timing offixation,
where patients treated with definitive fixation more than 40hours
after injurywere at risk for pulmonary demise.[37] The expectation
is for definitive fixation of the thoracolumbar spine, pelvic ring,
acetabulum, andproximal or diaphyseal femur fractureswithin 36
hours, when acidosis has improved to recommended levels: pH ≥
7.25, base excess ≥ �5.5mmol/L, or lactate < 4.0mmol/L.
Coagulopathy has also been studied, showing resolution similar to
acidosis. During surgery, labs may be repeated several times and
definitive additional procedures may be undertaken (vs tempo-
rized) if the patient continues to respond favorably, based on EAC
parameters and cardiopulmonary function. Using EAC guidelines
complications and costs are reduced.[38]

Future work calls for modulation of EAC recommendations,
potentially in those with cardiac, renal, or pulmonary dysfunc-
tion and integration of a patient-specific approach. As discussed
above, point-of-care testing for markers of inflammation will
identify patients at risk for complications, optimizing timing of
definitive fracture care. Markers are elevated after injury,
influenced by magnitude of injury, defined by hemorrhage or
soft tissue damage, as well as by genetics and medical
comorbidities. Additional work may establish consistent clinical
associations of elevated inflammatory markers with injury and
with complications, as may distinguish causation versus
association.

http://www.otainternational.org
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Ultimately, guidelines that incorporate these concepts into a
patient-specific approach with the integration of advanced
diagnostics to identify the “borderline” or “at-risk” patient,
while keeping available resources and the dynamic nature of these
parameters in mind, will yield the best care for polytrauma
patients in the future.
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